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Remember Me? Site Navigation. Member's Picture Albums. Light Oak Fabric FB16 ????? Moon
Mist Fabric Blue Gray If it is OK with the moderators I am going to start a comprehensive list of
trim codes for 3rd Gen 4Runners plus other interior information that might be helpful for those
restoring interiors or buying parts. Here is a link for factory exterior colors, Toyota 4Runner
3rd-Gen Color Code Chart but I haven't found a similar list for interior trim codes. On the
4Runner I am parting out the trim color code on the decal located in the driver side door
opening was listed as FB I found this thread that stated FB16 was Gray interior. Please reply
here with your interior trim code if I don't already have it and I'll edit and update this original
post. It would be helpful to have a comprehensive list in one place. So here is the decal from the
guy who told me he has Moon Mist Blue Gray. Don't remember the others sorry. Good thread.
Not everyone knows that interior colors have some differences. The gray Moon Mist is way
different from the gray. The oak interiors are the same on most panels, though I believe that
they used a lighter tan for the cargo area panels compared to the This change may have started
in so don't take this as complete fact yet. From what I've seen, they did not apply this change to
the Moon Mist interiors. Not sure about the grays. I'll post up my interior codes later. It goes a
lot deeper than 2 colors, that's for sure. I have no idea on what year has what or any door tag
codes, wasn't paying attention. Longbed and 5 speed in the works. Anyone else interested in
helping to get a comprehensive trim code list together? My buddy has a limited with oak leather
not sure on color code but I'll look into it tomorrow too. Beater truck. Now it's in parts and
stored away. Last edited by MN4runnerman; at PM. I'll throw a wrench in here Attached Images.
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government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
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